
Recover Boldly Award
Jaydee Graham, BSW, MSSW, CSW has shared her recovery story boldly and loudly through expressive writing, public speaking , 
modeling , and inspiring the community around her. Jaydee has shown our community that it is okay to show your vulnerability and healing 
journey to the world. She has also shown us that we learn from the stories of others who are in the trenches and how they overcome the 
barriers that life throws at us. Jaydee has shared her childhood story of alcohol and drug addiction , unhealthy relationships through her 
first book, The Soul Grind. She is currently writing and plans to release a second book. Jaydee has shown us that recovery is removing the 
shame and living life fully and authentically. Jaydee is owner of The Soul Grind and co-founder of The Show Up Movement both with 
missions to inspire others to live a full, authentic life.

Katie Hager APSS - Katie  is so authentic and able to connect with clients like I've never seen before. She is always willing to help and 
has an amazing attitude. She advocates for others and is extremely professional. 

Rachel Kirkman , APSS- The description above is fitting for this amazing human. When she steps into any space, she freely shares her 
two year journey on the road of recovery. You will often hear her say "if it will help another person, I'm going to share." From the first day 
she stepped out of the van at our mobile site, just 6 months ago, our participants look for her. Rachel is the epitome of "it's attraction, not 
promotion" as she wears messaging detailing her journey and commitment to the daily practice of recovery. It doesn't stop there; on 
weekends Rachel balances, parenting with her own self-care and her work as a Peer Coach. She wants other Moms to know they too can 
recover by working at Genesis Recovery House for women. I can't imagine anyone being more deserving of this award than this individual. 
If you ask her, why did she choose to work in harm reduction, what you will hear is "because my journey started at a syringe service 
program. I want other people to know, their journey can start here just as mine." 

Roosevelt "Chimas" Houston, APSS- has achieved and accomplished so many personal and recovery goals on his sobriety journey. He 
is a pillar in the sober living home he lives in and is a trusted colleague. His presence is valued and he shares his experience and 
knowledge with those he encounters daily.

Roosevelt "Chimas"  Houston, APSS- He has willingly told his story on multiple platforms to help guide others out of the madness. He is 
willing to do what it takes to help others, no matter what.

Shavon Thompson  APSS/FPSS - I am choosing to nominate Shavon because since I have known her I have watched her overcome. I 
never knew she was in recovery until she shared her story from her Facebook page. It was then I knew she was using her story to help 
someone else. She works in the field as a peer support with Seven Counties and truly does the work. I always say recovery does not have 
to be mundane, and I had the privilege of seeing her at the Nulu Fest and listening to her speak about getting out and living life so 
passionately is what made me realize she would be the perfect nominee for the Recovering Boldly Award.

Kenny Hemphill, APSS - Kenny has helped to mentor people since the 90's and has been a role model for many people attempting to 
conquer their addiction.

Tiny Herron , APSS, AAS, T-CADC-  The Hope Village. Tiny is a force for those fighting the struggle of addiction. She is able to see each 
one as an individual and approach them without judgment. She has a patient and beautiful spirit the aids in the relationships she is able to 
develop with those at the Hope Village and community in general. She boldly expresses her gratitude for recovery and nonjudgmentally 
guides those in their process. 



Jennifer Twyman-, APSS  - Jennifer goes the extra mile for each person she encounters. She's someone that develops meaningful 
relationships with individuals and is able to truly understand their needs and use this information when she advocates for them on the 
systemic level. She has a heart of gold deserved to be recognized for all of the love she pours into people when no one is looking.

Todd Sharp, APSS - I didn’t know Todd Sharp like the rest of the World does. You see, according to Lifetime Television, “Todd is the 
winningest coach in the dance world. He holds 15 national championships and won a double national title in 2016 with the University of 
Louisville.” I began hearing Todd’s name throughout my professional network while working on my own Recovery Awareness Campaign. 
Only, it had nothing to do with his starring role in Lifetime’s “So Sharp” I was hearing of Todd as this amazing person in Recovery who, just 
so happens to have been a Reality TV Star before the consequences of his Alcoholism brought it all to a crashing halt. I know countless 
people who have had their lives destroyed by this disease, but I had never known anyone who had every single piece of it as the topic of 
discussion for an entire nation of people to cast their judgements upon. At 16 years of Recovery, I am still working through shameful self-
talk I learned throughout my addiction. I cannot imagine adding the burden of mindless, hate-filled, projections of the World on top of that. 
Ugh!

Dorine Green - My sister Dorine recovered after years of addiction. She spent time in prison on 2 different occasions. I am so proud of her. 
She talks about her addiction and is a ray of light for those who are striving for recovery

Outstanding Recovery Staff 
Gregory Oerther, CSW, Behavioral Health Outreach Specialist, UofL Health-Peace Hospital. Greg works tirelessly to connect those in 
recovery to treatment options and community resources within the city of Louisville. He attends court, connects with community, city, and 
state agencies, and calls on all JCPS schools to help as needed. His work ethic is unparalleled. He is so deserving of this recognition. I feel 
very blessed to have him as an employee.

Cindy Mattingly - Cindy is the custodian at New Leaf Clinic and graduate of our program. She takes impeccable care of the building and 
brings so much joy with her decorations. She brings so much to the team.

Christine Jewell , APSS- Therapist - She is the definition of a team player. She holds down her position, helps with others and lends a 
helping hand whenever she can. She is such a joy to have at our facility.

Samuel Wade APSS - I don't even know which title to put. He is the administrative professional extraordinaire! He handles each call he 
receives with care and concern. He allows me to have the confidence I have when giving out our phone number. I always know that Sam 
will get you taken care of.
Samual Wade, APSS - Sam goes above and beyond not only as a peer support but a office supportive advocate, providing a weath of 
knowlege and confidence in the program. Sam is trusted as the direct connection with community partners and clients recovery. He 
addresses and knocks down barriers daily being sure those who need help and or support get to the correct place  

Tamara Givens, LPCC - Program director. She is a listening ear, an amazing therapist and ensures our program is running as smoothly 
as possible.

TaHondra Johnson, APSS  - She will do anything needed for the clients, staff and organization. She has absolutely no expectations 
attached to that service. She is a joy to be around and work with. She embodies the same spirit as our dad.



TaHondra Johnson, APSS - TaHondra really has a passion for helping individuals in the recovery community. She goes above and 
beyond to assist on their recovery path.

Nikki Cheatham, RN - Office manager/Nurse. Nikki quit her job of 7 years and took a chance on New Leaf. She has been committed and 
held it down ever since. Her gentle demeanor makes her so easy to talk to and her consistency makes her someone you can trust.

Chris Daughtery - Biller - Came in swinging! He has been so innovative and created other avenues of revenue for the business. He 
brings joy to our office with his shirts and jokes :-)

Shellie Gary-Cheirs, M.Ed., LPCC - CARIS counseling - Ms. Shellie is one of the most selfless people I've met. She is an absolute force 
with the biggest heart of compassion. She runs her program with love and structure. She is the most excellent example of how to serve the 
recovery community.

Katie Hager, APSS - Katie  is so authentic and able to connect with clients like I've never seen before. She is always willing to help and 
has an amazing attitude. She advocates for others and is extremely professional. Katie openly shares her story with our clients and helps 
them navigate their recovery.  She advocates strongly for her clients.  She is caring and finds a way to connect with her girls.  Katie is 
dependable and honest.  The girls feel like they can relate to her and learn from her.  She leads a life of recovery and it shows! 

Recovery Community Commitment Award
Judge Sephanie Burke - going the extra mile to advocate for treatment over jail.

Genoa Healthcare - Branden Zile is the pharmacist - Since we have discovered Genoa, the pharmaceutical process for our clients has 
improved dramatically. They not only approach our population with dignity but they make the process so efficient, aligning with our barrier 
breaking mission. The staff are so great to work with and make the process of recovery smoother during such a vulnerable time.

Shane Schlatter, Exodus Ministries - Shane and his wife pour their lives into helping those in addiction. This includes things as 
significant as creating a bible study in the front yard of a trap house. They are providing support, clothing, transportation , and true pastoral 
counseling to people throughout the South End of Louisville.

Tia Pank, Jeffersontown Police Department’s REACH Program, Community Resource Coordinator - It has been a joy to get to know 
Tia and watch how she advocates and cares for those that come to her with a need. She goes out of her way to assist them with whatever 
their needs are, keeping their interest at the center of the picture. She has stepped up in leadership positions, with no compensation, just 
to fulfill a need the community has. Our recovery community is better because of her.

Deacon Keith McKenzie, BSW, MTS, MSSW - Keith is a connector of people. He thinks of others when opportunities arise. He works for 
the good of the community as a whole. He advocates and educates those of us that are relatively new to the recovery community. He is the 
opposite of a gatekeeper and I am so thankful for him. 

Mary Jolly, MSW - Mary has sewn into me in more ways than one. She and the Church of Promise gifted our family with a peach tree after 
our father passed. We still have this planted in my backyard. She is always willing to lend a hand and ear. When you're fighting so hard to 
make a difference, she is right there, giving you the push you need to keep going. We thank you today, Mary.



Erin Kelly, Political Anchor/Reporter - Spectrum News 1 - Erin seems to be sure to cover topics related to recovery and does so with a 
respect and a lens of compassion. We need partners in all spaces of this work and are grateful for the exposure she brings to our field for 
individuals in recovery.

Roosevelt "Chimas" Houston, APSS - Chimas goes out of his way to help others and guide them along their recovery journey. Always 
willing to help. He does things from the heart, with no concern with what he will gain. He is someone we can count on and are grateful to 
have him. 

Micheal T White Award
Cindy Mattingly - she is always friendly and willing to help. She keeps our building clean and puts her all into it. One day I actually saw 
here scraping dirt off the floor on her hands and knees. I never hear her complain. She even put my desk together and asked when I 
wanted it delivered to my office. Cindy is amazing!

Dr. Kathy Saloman, PhD - Kathy works nonstop for the recovery community in her position at LMDC. She takes the initiative to fill gaps 
and gives her time freely for the cause. She is a fighter for those in recovery!

Jay Davidson MSSW, LCSW, LCADC, and CCS  - as a person in Long term recovery and a founding member of the Healing Place, Jay 
has set the standard for what Peer driven recovery should be. I don't know that anyone short of Bill Wilson himself has changed more lives 
for people in Recovery than Jay.

Allie Beard, APSS - Allie is a person in long-term recovery that works as the Alumni Director for the Robert Alexander Center for 
Recovery. Allie makes herself available literally around the clock to help recovering addicts. She has a true passion for all people and leads 
by example. She is truly incredible

Tahondra Johnson, APSS - constantly goes above and beyond for others, never complaining or making others feel as if she is annoyed 
or bothered to help. Wears several different hats and is able to fullfill each one. She is a person whom I admire and appreciate greatly.

Tahondra Johnson, APSS - She will do anything needed for the clients, staff and organization. She has absolutely no expectations 
attached to that service. She is a joy to be around and work with. She embodies the same spirit as our dad.



Ben Goldman, MA - has shown a tireless commitment to improving the health, safety, and wellbeing of individuals in custody as well as 
staff at LMDC. He has truly been a champion of partnering with the jail to implement harm reduction practices. In less than three years, he 
has built a harm reduction program that evolved from distribution of Narcan to what began as only for the detox population and over time 
has turned into multiple OEND innovative initiatives within LMDC including deployment of LMPHW’s QRT team to LMDC after an event of 
accidental opioid related overdose. To list just a few additional initiatives, Ben has provided free Narcan to all staff, introduced fentanyl test 
strips to be provided for each individual being released from custody, provided Narcan to be placed in every single dorm at LMDC, and 
secured funding to place a harm-reduction vending machine to be placed at LMDC's exit lobby. Ben has graciously volunteered hours of 
time to provide education and answer questions for individuals in each dorm, prior to the Narcan being placed in the dorms as well as 
developed educational material to be distributed. Within days of Ben offering education and assisting with the implementation of Narcan, 
the first individual in custody utilized the Narcan and saved a life at LMDC. Ben has jokingly become an LMDC resident and employee 
given the amount of time and dedication he has placed into the jail. We are truly grateful for his constant commitment, willingness to help 
when asked, and self-driven initiative to improve the care of individuals we serve. Whenever Ben is asked for any type of assistance, his 
response is always "I'm on it!" and that cannot be more accurate. We want to recognize Ben for his kindness, selflessness, and visible 
efforts he has made to improve our public's health and safety.

Alexis Mack - is a leader in the community with 22 years of recovery celebrated every December after the birth of her youngest son. Alexis 
Mack came into recovery with four young children having to be in a shelter while remaining accountable and pushing forward to create a 
better life for her and her children. Alexis has remained committed to recovery, keeping every coin and celebrating every milestone to stay 
strong for her kids and to let others know that if she did it, they can too. Alexis is also grounded in her faith in God and is always ready to 
help anyone in need by opening her home and giving her time, treasures and talents. Some of Alexis’ volunteer and community activities 
include: For over 15 years, Alexis coordinates ongoing events, meals and donations for 10th YMCA men’s shelter with many men 
struggling with addiction. On the board for Big Brothers Big Sisters Volunteers with dress for success Volunteers with YMCA Kids Cafe 
Mentors and helps pretty much anyone willing to accept the support (any and everyone!) Volunteers with Upward Bound and Men of 
Quality



Duane Nathaniel, APPS - is the embodiment of what a person in recovery should look like. I was 6 years sober when I asked Duane to 
sponsor me. I think it's best to explain my experience that day. There was a recovery meeting at The Men’s Healing Place. Duane was the 
speaker for the meeting. He shared his experience on the 5th step. Afterwards a newcomer sobbed as he shared about how hard he was 
fighting the urge to drink that day. The meeting ended and everyone dispersed, as usual. A line of people formed around Duane to thank 
him for the powerful message of recovery and offer words of support. I was in that crowd. Duane politely nodded, as to thank us all at once, 
as he moved briskly through the middle of us all. He walked through that crowd with purpose. His eyes locked in on that new man who had 
cried out for help. He stood alone in the corner, staring a hole through the floor. Duane, almost oblivious to the idea of strangers and 
personal space, embraced that man and I watched him melt. I had been absent much from my own commitment of carrying this message 
during this time. I chose that meeting that day, because I was searching to rekindle my own connection with the Power that had saved my 
life 6 years prior. I wanted to know no one, I wanted to be outside of my comfort zone, I knew that's where I would find it. It was at that 
moment that I knew exactly what I was supposed to do. It wasn’t about what Duane had shared, in fact, I can’t recall any of that. No, it was 
about what I watched him DO. In a moment, where he could have chosen to have the folks of AA fill his spirit with positive affirmation and 
Love he denied it! Instead, he chose to serve. It appeared as if none of that praise mattered, whatsoever, to Duane. I continued my 
observation from across the room, I am a reformed criminal after-all. I stood there sipping my coffee attempting to make sense of what I 
was seeing. I’m thinking: Who is this guy? Is he really this self-less? Why do we all leave that person who shared their pain to cry alone in 
the corner? That’s it. That’s what I do. I’m too consumed with self to make time for others still suffering. That’s it. That's why I’m here 
suffering, silently now! That’s it. Holy shit! That’s it! Thank you God! I hung back because I was working up the courage to ask him to 
sponsor me. I mean, I had gone there looking for God that day. Watching Duane act out everything I had been trained to do to live happy, 
joyous, and free from the oppression of alcoholism had me convinced that this had, indeed, been a Divine appointment. I waited patiently 
for him to finish up with the new man for my chance to shoot my shot. I went to throw my coffee cup away and Woosh!! That quick. He was 
gone! He was already halfway across the street, with that same look in his eye, heading to Detox! I ran to catch up like, “Hey man, I just 
wanted to ask, are you accepting any new sponsee’s?” He never broke stride and replied “Be the Will of God. Come on, we goin’ in here to 
Detox see if anybody need anything over here!” I knew then, God arranged that meeting. I followed Duane to Detox that day, and I have 
been following him ever since. Although I have missed my stride more often than I care to admit; Duane hasn’t slowed down a bit. He is 
more involved in this community now than he has ever been. I have watched Duane practice the exact same principles I saw him embody 
that day back in 2010, Every. Single. Day. since then. Duane is still denying himself and on the front lines of this spiritual warfare that 
plagues our communities. It’s more deadly now than it’s ever been. That’s why Duane is now doing more than he’s ever done. That look in 
his eyes is still present. Only its intensity is greater. I am nominating Duane for the Michael T. White Love You More Award, because he 
deserves to be recognized for nearly two decades of pulling drunks from ditches and seeing to it that they learn to walk again. Duane has 
been so fortunate that his professional life has become but an extension of his personal mission as a man in recovery. He now has his own 
Recovery Home where people can have a safe place to recover, it’s called “Flip the Script.” That's what we do with this disease. We flip the 
script. This disease is rooted in selfishness and self-centeredness. Duane learned early in recovery that this is the key to his recovery. To 
Flip the Script. There is one paragraph from the Big Book of Alcoholics Anonymous that tells me exactly what it means to Flip the Script. It 
reads, “ Showing others who suffer how we were given help is the very thing which makes life so worthwhile to us now. Cling to the thought 
that in God's hands your painful past is the most valuable possession you have. It is the key to life and happiness for others. With it you 
can avert death and misery for them.” This passage explains everything I see in Duane. His leadership in our recovery community is a 
shining example of what I believe this award represents.

Garry Bailey - My brother Garry is generous and selfless. He is kind and caring. He goes the extra mile for the people in his life and 
strangers as well. He is willing to lend a hand or an ear. Listening and showing kindness and patience towards others striving for recovery 
is so important. Garry is the person that you can lean and depend on for support.

Eric Lewis - for he displays excellent leadership for recovery, and his gratitude and leader ship for others, when a person calls on Eric 
Lewis for help with recovery he is a dependable person.

Barrier Breaker of the Year



James Sweasy- NCIP- James has broken the barrier of people's perception of what someone in recovery can accomplish. He is an owner 
of a major rehab and is a well known advocate for people in recovery.

Robert Alexander Center -James Sweasy, NCIP - This organization has been supportive in so many ways. They have offered their time 
and resources to help our small nonprofit grow and get off the ground. They care about helping others in this field and understand the 
power of collaboration

New Leaf Clinic - constantly strives to address any and all barriers to recovery and healing. Staying abreast of the needs of the 
community and works with community partners to collaborate on whats best for each individual person.

Donny Greene and Feed Louisville - Donnie and his team pours their hearts and souls into individuals in our community. Unlike most 
programs, they doesn't come with a list of criteria to receive their help. Donnie openly gives and fights for those that so many have given 
up on. He makes himself available during a time that most of us are sleeping. He dedicates his life to this cause.

Louis Coleman - Louis has a giving spirit and is always doing whatever it takes to keep our Rolling Recovery unit on the road and 
reaching out to the people that need it. He has a great attitude and cares about people and our community.

Kungu Njuguna - for all of work to change policy in Kentucky. Kungu uses his story of resilience to inspire change in our community. 
Kungu is working towards better conditions in the LMDC facility, expanding voting rights, and he represents both the recovery and second 
chance communities with compassion and understanding! Kungu is a vital change agent in Kentucky and one of the best human beings 
you will come across!

Ashley Shierbaum, CPRC-11 is the definition of a barrier breaker. She works hard to help other navigate through recovery. I was inspired 
to nominate her for this award because she encompasses everything this award stands for. Ashley is House Director for Medella House, a 
sober living home in Charlestown, IN. She is also certified peer support specialist. Ashley works hard to break the stigma and barriers of 
those in recovery. She helps those in recovery get back on their feet. Ashley gives her best in everything she does while loving people 
back to life.

Kimberly Moore, APSS, Executive Director, Joshua Community Connectors - Kim is amazing and is changing lives one at a time - a 
game changer in the Russel Neighborhood
 
Shreeta Waldon MA, LCADC  - Shreeta screams from the mountain tops in advocacy of those that have no voice. She isn't afraid of any 
consequences that may come her way. She is boots on the ground and her heart is completely engulfed in this work. 

Outstanding Sponsor
Todd Sharp, APSS - I see how Todd pours into the lives of people he sponsors. He truly invites them into his life and tells them what has 
worked for him but also shows them. 

Outstanding House Manager
Brittany Bidwell, CHW/CRS - Sheri's House of Hope does a wonderful job of helping clients feel safe and that they have an opportunity 
to begin a new life. There is encouragement and Recovery in this home.



Sheila Moch, APSS - The BreakAway House- New Albany IN - Sheila has transformed from active addiction and incarceration to 
recovery leadership in a fanntasic women's recover youse.  She truley leads by example and is a source of inspiration, hope and guidance 
to many.  She works tirelessly helping others in recovery

Ashley Schhierbaum, CPRC-11 - brings joy and peace to the ladies of Medella House. Through her own experiences and personal 
recovery, she works effortlessly to make a difference in the lives of each resident. She works extra hours, weekends and even makes 
herself available when off for residents and staff. Ashley took a leap of faith in becoming House Manager as Medella House is the newest 
and only sober living home in Charlestown, IN. Ashley pours into the lives of all those around her and never seeks anything in return. She 
is more than deserving of this award as she continues to make great strides in recovery.

Outstanding Recovery House
Oxford House - The Oxford House brings dignity to recovery living. For those in recovery to live in safe neighborhoods, beautiful homes, 
and to provide support those those learning to live and manage a home independently, while getting sober. They understand and make 
sure that those in recovery have access to the same standard of living that we all desire. They serve the community beyond what benefits 
just their residents.

Hosea's House- This home is in Portland and offers women with babies and small children a safe place to return after they have 
completed treatment. Truly they create a safe, thereapeutic environment for people to be able to get back to living life.

The BreakAway House for Women - The Breakaway House has impacted the lives of so many women fighting for their recovery. On 
more than one occasion I have been able to contact them even at the last minute and they have always welcomed new clients with open 
arms. They are truly changing lives!

Hope Sisters - Hope Sisters is a female recovery house on 23rd st. She goes above and beyond to help people. She gives people multiple 
chances. She is always available. Her house has the structure and the support people need. They have a female bonding group.

House of Grace - House of Grace is a female recovery house on Greenwood and Oak Regina is caring, polite, and ambitious. She meets 
people where they are at.

Our Father's House - OFH has about 6 houses on 23rd Jefferson. OFH is a male recovery house that has been open for more than 15 
years. It's a wolf pack, they work together to ensure comfort for the new person. They don't run their business in the past but they will make 
changes to keep up with the latest improvement. They accept clients with mental health also. They have 24-hour staff.

New Legacy -  Male recovery house on Garvin Place. She works with those who has recently been incarcerated.They not only equip them 
with the tools for recovery but set them up with skills for employment, giving them purpose, structure and love.  Her heart is in it. 

Graceful Living  - A Sober Living environment which not only equips for today but a graceful tomorrow for women



Faces of Change - helps individuals with substance abuse and mental health disorders integrate back into the lives of their families and 
communities, by educating the on the disease of addiction and giving them the tools they need to sustain a healthy & holistic lifestyle.

Talbot House - A men's sober living house. The Talbot House changed the lives of the founders of the Seeds of New Leaf by helping Mike 
White become sober. I can only imagine the number of families lives they've changed since then. The men experience peace and comfort 
where they can learn to live life on life’s terms. Talbot House provides a safe, positive, structured, and accountable living environment for 
men seeking sobriety from alcohol and drug dependency. To help encourage men to learn how to live a substance-free productive and 
meaningful lifestyle

Beacon House - We are the next step after treatment on the recovery continuum of care for individuals seeking long-term recovery 
support in the community. Our goal is to return men to a sober, independent and productive life. The Beacon house is a professionally ran 
facility with it's own in house resources. A great place to recover. 

Oxford House - The Oxford House allows for people to independently run their lives. It provides a beautiful and well kept space to 
recovery in. Their principles are based on replication and guidelines for running single-family homes for recovering alcoholics and 
substance abusers. In its simplest form, an Oxford House is a democratically run, self-supporting, and drug-free home.

The Leaf
Willie Turner, APSS -  I have watched him blossom and not only talk about things he wants to do, but make them happen since he's been 
a patient at New Leaf Clinic these 12 weeks. He constantly speaks intuitively about recovery and utilizes the tools he's picked up in group 
to push ahead.


